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1 Introduction
Type introductory text here.

1.1 References
NOTE: The proper format for citation of technical work produced by an OASIS TC (whether Standards
Track or Non-Standards Track) is:
[Citation Label]
Work Product title (italicized). Approval date (DD Month YYYY). OASIS Stage Identifier and Revision
Number (e.g., OASIS Committee Specification Draft 01). Principal URI (version-specific URI, e.g., with
filename component: .../csd01/somespec-v1.0-csd01.html).
For example:
Common Alerting Protocol Version 1.2. 01 July 2010. OASIS Standard. http://docs.oasisopen.org/emergency/cap/v1.2/CAP-v1.2-os.html

1.2 Section Level 2
1.2.1 Section Level 3

1.3 Section Level 2
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2 What is Transactive Energy?
A Transaction is defined here as an exchange among entities of a product for a price. Transactive
Energy is a business process that may result in transactions of energy. Transactive Energy is most
useful in decentralized markets, but it has applications in centralized markets. Generator and load
response characteristics are not information elements of Transactive Energy; rather, the current
responsiveness of supply and usage to price is discovered through frequent priced tenders and
transactions.
OASIS EMIX provides an information model for price and product communication for energy
transactions. OASIS Energy Interop provides a set of transactive services to communicate EMIX price
and product information for energy transactions among entities.

1. purchase of delivered electric energy by a retail customer at posted forward dynamic
prices tendered by a regulated or competitive retailer (load serving entity)
2. forward and real time physical delivery of electric energy by a generator to a retailer at
negotiated prices and quantities
3. energy futures contracts traded on a bid/ask exchange that are cash-settled against
spot prices
4. forward and real time sale of energy by a micro grid to another micro grid at negotiated
prices and quantities
Transactive Energy transactions are for either physically delivered energy or financial hedges, as
illustrated the above list. Forward and real time transactions for physical delivery of energy are
critical to grid reliability.
Transactive Control is a term defined by others that applies to dispatch-like transactions based on
explicit customer or generator response characteristics such as bid curves and ramp rates1. Eventbased demand response and system operator dispatch markets are examples of Transactive Control
even though a transaction with a price and quantity may result. The REC / VEN flow of control
approach2 is also an expression of Transactive Control. This note is focused on Transactive Energy;
Transactive Control is not otherwise addressed in this note. Transactive Energy and Transactive
Control can coexist in markets; EMIX and Energy Interop provide information models and services for
both.
TeMIX (Transactive Energy Information Exchange) is a profile of Transactive Energy supporting
automated transactions. EMIX Note XX focuses on TeMIX.

1

Hammerstrom, DJ, et al, “Standardization of a Hierarchical Transactive Control System”, in the
Proceedings of Grid-Interop 2009, November 2009, Denver, CO, pp 35 41. http://www.gridwiseac.org/pdfs/forum_papers09/don-business.pdf
2

Concepts to Enable Advancement of Distributed Energy Resources: White Paper on DER. EPRI, Palo Alto,
CA : 2010. 1020432.
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A few examples of Transactive Energy transactions are:
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3 Transactive Energy Forward Transactions and Positions
Transactive Energy uses forward energy transactions to accumulate forward positions. If the
transactions and positions are financial then the final position must be financially balanced to zero.
If the forward transactions are for delivery, differences between the forward positions and metered
delivery are settled by real-time transactions. Figure 1 illustrates such a sequence of forward
transactions and positions for delivery. In some markets, the forward transactions may be with
several different counterparties.
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F IGURE 1: ILLUSTRATIVE SEQUENCE OF F ORWARD AND REAL TIME TRANSACTIONS

4 Transactive Energy Standard Terms and Market Context
The EMIX information model for Transactive Energy products and prices describes (1) quantities of
energy in each of one or more designated intervals of time transacted at a defined location on the
grid and (2) the price of the energy transaction.
Standard Terms in EMIX are typically used to describe the duration of the interval, currency, and
other information. These Standard Terms are referred to as the Market Context for a Transaction.
Information elements that vary by transaction such as quantity, price, start time and location are
described in the payload for a transactive service.

5 Transactive State
EMIX uses Transactive State to qualify the information model for Transactive Energy products and
prices as illustrated in Figure 2 below.
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F IGURE 2 : TRANSACTIVE STATES
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Five transactive states are used by Transactive Energy3. The information model for a Transaction is
an EMIX price and product description. A Tender is a bid or offer for a Transaction with an expiration
time. An Indication of Interest is non-binding and may be (1) a request for a Tender, (2) a forecast of
usage by a buyer, or (3) a forecast of price by a seller. Delivery is the metered quantity delivered.
Publication artifacts include prices, quantities, costs, or revenues, but a Publication is not a Tender.
Some Transactive states may not be used in given interactions and markets.

6 Transactive Transport
EMIX Transactions for Transport (transmission and distribution) have the same basic information
model and transactive services as EMIX transactions for energy. All EMIX energy transactions have a
location specified by an EMIX interface. For Transport, the EMIX Interface specifies a pair of
locations. EMIX makes no assumptions on how transport transactions prices are determined.

7 Transactive Options

[Type the document title]

EMIX provides an information model for Options on Transactive Energy and Transport products. An
Option provides its holder a right to either purchase or sell energy or transport at a strike price.
Options can be used to limit the price of energy or transport for risk management, to transact
ancillary services, or to facilitate the commitment of distributed generators.

3

EMIX also defines Exercise and Transport Commitment as Transactive States which are actions rather
than states and should likely be deleted in future versions of EMIX.
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